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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

Front-page News

Some events of the day

“Radio Zastava”: Balkan notes in Moena

On the occasion of the concert of Moena’s Marching
Band (the picture is taken from the band’s archive), the
winners of 4Th “Paolo Chiocchetti” music contest will be
awarded. Paolo Chiocchetti was the music director of
the band for many years, until he disappeared in 2010.

The passionate balkan-rock mix of "Radio
Zastava", 2005 found band coming f from Friuli,
will inaugurate Moena’s patron saint's festival.
The celebration starts today in the early morning,
at 8.30 am, with the lovely musical awakening
along the town streets played by Moena’s
Marching Band. The band is the organizer and
promoter of the festival and this year celebrates
its 160th foundation anniversary. Here a sample
of the day-programme: at 10:00 am special
Mass; traditional lunch and marching band
concert in Navalge’s big tent; at 5.00 pm "Radio
Zastava" show, followed by the concert of
"Vlado Kumpan und seine Musikanten" at 8.30
pm. Until 29 June the festival goes on with its
successful mix of folk music and local food and
drink specialties.

Tourism trough images
Canazei
9.00 pm - Council Room. Crucial important
moments, places and events regarding Fassa
tourism development will be illustrated by means of
clips and past footages, filmed and presented by
Fiorenzo Perathoner.

Craftsmen market
Vigo di Fassa
7.30 am - Strada Roma. From the early morning, the
stand of "Creativi del Trentino" will offer original
hand-made products.

Let’s dance!
Pozza di Fassa

Amazing walks

Passepartout

9.00 pm - Piaza de Comun. An amusing evening for
dance-enthusiasts to the rhythm of waltz, tango,
polka and mazurka.

From Mazzin to Val Udai

Library itineraries...

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Mazzin walk up Street do Ruf
and the road Val de Udai (path no.580). After
passing a bridge, walk on a steep asphalt road
and arrive at path no.579. Cross the gravel bed
of the river and then Udai River. Got in the wood,
ascend towards the fortification of Zocol and its
beautiful waterfalls. After few hairpin turns you
arrive on a flatland, cross the stream and get to
Pian de Udai. Continue to walk, crossing several
times the stream. Keep going upwards and
diagonally on the grassy slope you will exit on
the upper side of Val di Dona (2,30 hrs). You
descend now with path no.577 to Fontanazzo
(1,45 h) or to Campitello (paths no.578 and
532) crossing the meadows towards Camerloi,
Pas de Ciaréjoles and Val Duron (2,30 hrs).

Libraries are an endless source of ideas and
stories. Some of most fascinating travels in life
are carried out exactly within libraries: starting
from best-sellers, thrillers, romantic novels,
essays, news and photo reports, cookbooks,
children tales, all the way to films, dvd and
internet surfing. Modern and up-to-date, Fassa’s
libraries can be regarded as a cosy living room,
full of volumes to consult or borrow, especially
during holiday, when people can enjoy free time
and relax (maybe lying on a green meadow).
Library of Fassa valley are located in Canazei,
Vigo and Moena and for those, who want to
deepen local culture, language and history, the
library of Cultural Ladin Institute will definitely be
the best choice.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
This is the woth-telling legend of Merisana, queen of Dolomitic nymphs called Ondine. She was a
beautiful girl, struggling for the happiness of every creature in the world. The King of Sunrise stopped
at a brook and saw Merisana. He fell in love with her and married her. She asked an hour of
happiness for all creatures in exchange. Nature offered fronds, flowers and fruits. Dwarfs created a
new tree for her: the larch. But on the wedding day the larch withered. Merisana laid his veil on the
tree and it greened again. Still today, in spring, the fairy veil is visible on larches.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

27/06/2014 (8.30 am)
Visiting mountain dairies: across the
green meadows of Bocche (excursion
against payment).
Moena

27/06/2014 (5 pm)
Evening Yoga. Booking at Sport Check
Point (activity against payment).
Pozza di Fassa
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